
Bastelanleitung: Zarte Frühlings-Umschläge mit Herz
Instructions No. 1118
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

Beautiful envelopes for different occasions can easily be designed by yourself. These spring-like ideas are a feast for the eyes and offer enough space for
small gifts or a card.

And it is as simple as that:

Which craft material do I need for the spring-like envelopes? 
The VBS Stencil set "London" and white Craft cardboard sheet form the basis for this handicraft idea. A handicraft block, Straw silk paper, natural bast, self-
adhesive lace and heart accessories made of MDF wood were used for the envelopes 
Scissors, tape-Ribbon, a Prickle-Needle, spray glue and folding bone help with the handicraft.

How do I make the spring-like envelopes? 
The Straw silk paper is glued with spray glue to the Craft cardboard sheet Transfer the Stencil to the Craft cardboard sheet, cut it to size and fold the
envelopes.
Then glue the tip under the edge of the lid. Cut out Paper from the craft block as desired and glue it to the Straw silk paper. To be able to close the envelope
with the Raffia , use the Prickle-Needle to pierce holes in the Paper . Finally, thread the wooden heart or Embellishment onto the Raffia and fix it with a knot on
the envelope.

If you like, tie more ribbons to a loop and stick this and other Embellishment with tape on the boxes and envelopes. 

Article number Article name Qty
650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1
706605-15 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsLight green 1
706605-13 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsLight blue 1
706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1
132497 VBS Prickle needles 1
520713 VBS Kids craft scissors "Round" 1
709279 VBS Folding leg 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
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